British made ANITA has been in daily use longer than any other electronic calculator. After 11 years of consistent progress, ANITA now appears in an important and exciting new form.

17 Special Features which make ANITA 1212D the best ALL PURPOSE DESK CALCULATOR

EXTRA STORE FEATURES
1. 2 free Accumulating Stores—can also hold Constants.
2. Separate Constant Memory.
3. Store contents can be freely manipulated.
4. Stores I and II can be added to, or subtracted from, by direct entry or automatically on completion of calculations.
5. Latching keys provide Sum of Results, Sum of First Numbers.

EXTRA CONSTANT FEATURES
6. Identical operating sequence for any Constant calculation.
7. A Constant is held without affecting the normal full storage and calculating facilities.

EXTRA KEY FEATURES
8. Automatic decimal pointing in percentage calculations.
9. Change Sign Key—from positive to negative and vice versa. Permits negative entry.
10. Interchange Key for adjusting factor order if desired.
11. Inspection Key allows any result, no matter how small, to be recorded to 12 significant figures.

There is a tremendous advantage in being able to provide today's need for a calculator by supplying equipment which can, at no extra cost, be most likely to satisfy tomorrow's need as well.

Changes occur and Metrication and V.A.T. are examples of the increasing complexity of figurework in every office, and are typical samples of everyday business arithmetic for which ANITA 1212D has been specially designed.

The new benefits of multiple storage facilities, improved method and choice of rounding and special feature controls combine to give you greater speed in calculating over a wider range of applications than ever before, with even greater ease.

EXTRA ACCURACY FEATURES
12. Rounding affects Final Results only, so avoiding errors caused by rounding of intermediate results.
14. Full floating decimal point, or
15. Automatic rounding of results to 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 or 6 decimals.
16. No restriction of factor entry when decimal place rounding is selected.
17. Left to Right Calculating with 12 digit Indexing and Display capacity.

ANITA SPECIFICATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIZE</th>
<th>WEIGHT</th>
<th>VOLTS</th>
<th>POWER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10¼” x 8½” x 4½”</td>
<td>5 POUNDS 1 OZ</td>
<td>190-235/210-280</td>
<td>6 WATTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>288 mm x 226 mm x 110 mm</td>
<td>2300 GRAMMES</td>
<td>OR 95-117/105-130</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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